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 Week 1 reading  

Perceptual Process: 
 Begins externally  
 Steps in the perceptual process do not always follow the same order 
 Reverse arrows between perception, recognition and action- all can influence each other 
 Stimuli 

o Principle of transformation- stimuli and responses created by stimuli are transformed or changed between the environmental stimulus and perception  
o The nature of what is sensed by the eye depends on the properties of light hitting the tree, the properties of the tree and the properties of the atmosphere through which the light is carried 
o Light is transformed by the optical system- cornea and lens 
o If these parts work correctly, a sharp image is formed on the retina  
o Principle of Representation- everything a person perceives is based not on direct contact with a stimuli but on representations of stimuli that are formed on receptors and activity in the NS 

 Receptor Processes/Transduction 
o When visual receptors receive light they transform environmental energy into electrical energy and shape perception by the way they respond to the stimuli  
o Light sensitive chemical called visual pigment- shapes perception- ability to see in the dark, different types of pigment which respond to different types of light  
o Transduction- the transformation of one type of energy to another  

 Neural Processing 
o Transmits signals from receptors, through the retina and then to and within the brain  
o Changes/processes the signals as they travel  
o Pathway from receptors to the brain are not straight- vary 
o Neural processing- information continues to be transformed  
o Electrical signals from a sense arrive at the primary receiving area- occipital for vision  

 Behavioural Responses: 
o Electrical signals transformed into conscious experience  
o Visual form agnosia- condition seen in famous case of Dr. P- inability to recognise objects  
o Action includes looking at different parts of the tree 
o Action as important in the perceptual process due to its role in survival  
o The fact that perception leads to action makes it a continuously changing process- constantly updating with movement, changes in environment  

 Knowledge  
o Rat-man demonstration  
o Top down processing is very often involved in perception  
o Very simple stimuli are less likely to be influenced by top down processing  Studying Perception  

 Psychophysical approach/psychophysics approach- measures the relationship between the stimulus and the response  
o Oblique effect- better detailed vision for horizontal or vertical rather than slanted lines. To do with how the NS develops in line with experience- more experience with these types of lines  
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 Physiological approach- measuring two relationships, the relationship between the stimuli and physiological response, and the relationship between physiological and behavioural responses 
 Cognitive influences on perception- top down processing, measure how knowledge and other factors affect perception, and the relationships between perception and behaviour    Measuring Perception: 
 Absolute threshold- minimum stimulus intensity which can just be detected  
 Fechner- Elements of Psychophysics, methods for measuring thresholds 

o Three main methods- human perception as variable 
o Known as classic psychophysiological methods 
o Limits- experimenter presents stimuli in either ascending or descending intensity order, the change from being able to hear it and not being able to hear it marks the crossover point. Procedure is repeated a number of times to make sure this is accurate  
o Adjustments- in this method the observer adjusts the intensity until they can just barely detect the stimulus, threshold determined across an average of a number of trials 
o Constant stimuli- five to nine stimuli are presented in a random order, each trail the observer answers yes or no to being able to detect it, threshold is defined as the intensity which is detected on 50% of trials.  
o Choice of which one to use depends on the level of accuracy needed- constant stimuli most accurate because there are a number of observations and the presentation is random  

 Weber- Difference threshold 
o Minimum difference between two stimuli which is needed for us to tell the difference  
o  measured as a percentage of the levels being compared- double the intensity, the DL also doubles 
o The Weber Fraction refers to the DL Standard for weight lifting- .02. The Weber fraction stays the same as the standard is chnaged- Weber's law 
o Weber's law is true for most stimuli types, as long as the intensity is not too close to the absolute threshold  

 Estimating magnitude  
o Stevens- magnitude estimation/scaling  

 Presents a standard stimulus to the subject, assigns it a value. The experimenter then presents stimuli of other intensities and asks the person to label them with a corresponding number in relation to the first  
 This number is the perceived magnitude  
 Intensity is a physical measurement- related to how much energy is present  
 Perceived magnitude relates to perception  

o Response compression- increase in perceived magnitude is smaller than the increase in stimulus intensity  
o Response expansion- the relationship is not linear  
o Same general trend for each sense- power functions. Described by Steven's Power Law -> P= KS ^n. P= Perceived magnitude, K= constant, n= exponent  
o Exponents less than 1 are associated with response compression- eg changes in light intensity- unable to detect small changes  
o Exponents greater than 1 are associated with response expansion - eg electric shock- able to detect small changes 

 Phenomenological method 
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o Person is asked to describe what they are perceiving or to indicate when a particular perception occurs 
o Often used when testing perceptions in people with brain damage- can distinguish between perception and object recognition deficits  

 Visual search 
o Find one stimulus among many as quickly as possible 
o Measuring reaction time has provided important info about the mechanisms in perception  

 Asked whether a stimulus looks the same or different as another Threshold measurement can be influenced by how a person chooses to respond: 
 Depends how the task is presented and interpreted  
 Different response criteria- low or high  
 Only important when comparing responses between people  
 Signal detection theory can help to overcome this    Electrical signals and neurons: 
 Neurons: 

o Cell body- mechanisms of life 
o Dendrites- receive signals 
o Axon/nerve fibre- conducts/ transmits signals  

 Sensory receptors- specialised to respond to environmental stimuli  
 Single cell recording- need to listen to what individuals are saying, drowned out by the crowd noise 

o Important to record from many different individual neurons  
o Two electrodes are used- one for recording inside the neuron, and a reference electrode which is located away from the neuron as to not be affected by electrical signals  
o Recorded is the difference in charge between the two tips  
o When the axon is at rest the potential is -70 millivolts- resting potential  
o During firing the potential increases to +40 Millivolts  
o This action potential lasts about 1 millisecond  

 Action potentials: 
o Propagated response- once it is triggered it travels the whole way- all or nothing, travels all the way being the same strength  
o This allows neurons to transmit signals over long distances  
o Action potential remains the same strength despite the stimulus intensity  
o Rather, this affects the rate of fire 
o There is an upper limit to the number of nerve impulses which can be conducted down an axon per second  
o This is because of the absolute refractory period 
o APs which occur without stimulation from the environment are called spontaneous activity and this establishes a baseline of activity for the neuron  
o Chemical basis: 

 Wet electrical signals rather than dry 
 Neurons are bathed in a liquid solution rich in ions which carry electrical charge - rich in positively charged sodium ions.  
 Created when molecules gain or lose an electron,  
 Inside the cell is lots of positively charged potassium  
 When an AP occurs, sodium channels open to allow the influx of sodium- increased permeability in the membrane  


